Shape the future
of financial
technology. Join us.

We are in the process of adding a modern user interface to our software
platform DECIDE. For our Hamburg office, we are looking for an experienced

Frontend Developer
Angular 2+ (m/f/d)*
Your roles and responsibilities
	Development of complex, high-performance and user-friendly frontends and
apps based on the Single Page Application Framework Angular (Version 2
and higher)
	Jointly responsible with the team for designing solutions that are easy to use
on mobile devices such as tablets and smartphones, both online and offline

pdv Financial Software GmbH
We develop the future. Based on DECIDE,
the modern end-to-end software platform
for the capital market, we support banks,
brokers and stock exchanges to success
fully drive their digital transformation.
For over 25 years, we have brought
innovative solutions for the financial
industry to market, enabling our clients
to keep ahead of the competition and
to benefit today from technologies and
applications which will set tomorrow’s
standards. Currently we are 70 highly
motivated professionals and want to grow
our team. Get aboard!

Your skills and competencies
	STEM degree
	At least five years of professional experience in frontend development
	E xcellent knowledge of Angular 2+ ( JavaScript/TypeScript) and RxJS
	E xtensive know-how in the relevant web technologies HTML5, CSS3,
incl. LESS or SASS
	Advanced project experience with technologies such as WebSockets. REST,
OAUTH 2.0 and OpenID
	Practical experience with responsive designs to ensure user-friendly
application on mobile devices
	A plus would be experience with PrimeNG, ag-Grid and High-Charts
	O verall passion for software development and utilization of new
technologies
	Proactive, analytical mindset, initiative and passionate about realizing
exceptional software
	Team player with good communication skills

What we offer
 hallenging, interesting and versatile tasks while working with state-of-the
C
art, innovative software and system technologies
Room for creativity and personal achievement
E xcellent prospects for personal development and assumption of
responsibility
Extensive support and introductory training provided by a highly motivated,
professional team in a pleasant working atmosphere
Open, dialog-oriented corporate culture, fast decision routes
Flextime policy
A n easily-accessible work location in Hamburg’s prestigious neighborhood
Winterhude

Contact

Anja Ramcke
Phone: +49 40 554378-683
karriere@pdv-fs.de

pdv Financial Software GmbH

Is this what you’re after?
Then our team is your place to be! We’re looking forward to receiving your
application, including salary expectations and the earliest possible entry date. In
case you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact us by phone or via e-mail.

*Skills is what matters.

Dorotheenstraße 64
22301 Hamburg
www.pdv-fs.de

